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ABSTRACT

Scaffold/matrix attachment regions (S/MARs) are
DNA elements that serve to compartmentalize the
chromatin into structural and functional domains.
These elements are involved in control of gene ex-
pression which governs the phenotype and also
plays role in disease biology. Therefore, genome-
wide understanding of these elements holds great
therapeutic promise. Several attempts have been
made toward identification of S/MARs in genomes
of various organisms including human. However,
a comprehensive genome-wide map of human
S/MARs is yet not available. Toward this objective,
ChIP-Seq data of 14 S/MAR binding proteins were an-
alyzed and the binding site coordinates of these pro-
teins were used to prepare a non-redundant S/MAR
dataset of human genome. Along with co-ordinate
(location) details of S/MARs, the dataset also re-
vealed details of S/MAR features, namely, length,
inter-SMAR length (the chromatin loop size), nu-
cleotide repeats, motif abundance, chromosomal dis-
tribution and genomic context. S/MARs identified in
present study and their subsequent analysis also
suggests that these elements act as hotspots for in-
tegration of retroviruses. Therefore, these data will
help toward better understanding of genome func-
tioning and designing effective anti-viral therapeu-
tics. In order to facilitate user friendly browsing and
retrieval of the data obtained in present study, a web

interface, MARome (http://bioinfo.net.in/MARome),
has been developed.

INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic cell is compartmentalized into several or-
ganelles and a well-defined nucleus that harbors the genetic
material. The human DNA with an approximate length
of 3 m is highly compacted to fit into relatively small nu-
cleus. This compaction, however, does not render the DNA
inactive. Rather, DNA is accessed in a tightly controlled
and dynamic manner to facilitate regulated gene expression.
The nuclear matrix, a three-dimensional filamentous RNA–
protein meshwork, forms the basis of structural support for
orderly compaction of DNA (1). The chromatin is orga-
nized into loops by virtue of DNA sequences that tether
the chromatin to the nuclear matrix (2). These anchor se-
quences are known as scaffold/matrix attachment regions
(S/MARs). Various proteins, called S/MAR binding pro-
teins (S/MARBPs), are known to interact with S/MARs to
facilitate chromatin looping (2). Such looping of DNA has
been proved to be crucial for many cellular processes like
DNA replication, transcription, chromatin to chromosome
transition and DNA repair (3,4). Interestingly, the S/MARs
that tether these loops to the nuclear matrix lacks sequence
conservation (5,6). However, features related to their sec-
ondary structure appear to be conserved and functionally
relevant (5,7). S/MAR sequences are thus known to possess
features such as origin of replication (OriC), AT richness,
kinked and curved DNA, TG richness, MAR signature and
Topoisomerase-II sites (7–9).

The human genome comprehends about 3.2 billion base
pairs organized into 23 pairs of chromosomes. It is esti-
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mated to contain 20 000 protein coding genes. Each chro-
mosome thus harbors several genes that are transcribed
in highly regulated manner under a well-studied spatio-
temporal control. Croft et al., in 1999, reported importance
of nuclear matrix in regulation of expression of genes on
chromosome 18 and 19. The study indicated that genes lo-
cated on chromosome 19, that occupies an internal posi-
tion in the nucleus and has close association with nuclear
matrix, are transcribed actively. Whereas, chromosome 18,
which preferentially occupies peripheral position in nucleus,
shows lesser gene expression (10). Similarly, S/MARs have
been shown to increase the expression and stability of the
transgene in various organisms (5,11–13). Thus, the crucial
role of S/MARs and nuclear matrix in organization and
functioning of the genetic material is evident. Further, in-
terplay between S/MARs and nuclear matrix has been well
studied in various conditions including diseases (14–17).
Therefore, these two important players that control genome
topology and function appears to be lucrative targets for
therapeutic interventions. However, even after significant
efforts toward better understanding of chromatin biology,
a comprehensive genome-wide map of S/MARs is not yet
available for human genome.

Advancements in DNA sequencing technologies, the next
generation sequencing (NGS) has made it possible to gen-
erate a large amount of sequence data in high-throughput
manner. Chromatin pull down using antibodies specific to
chromatin binding proteins followed by sequencing of en-
riched DNA fragments (ChIP-Seq) is one such NGS ap-
plication. ChIP-Seq experiments for various S/MARBPs
have also been performed in independent attempts by var-
ious laboratories and the data is available in public repos-
itories (18–21). In the present study, we reanalyzed ChIP-
Seq data of 14 different human S/MARBPs to understand
their genome-wide binding patterns. This information was
then used to make a comprehensive S/MAR dataset that is
genome-wide and non-redundant across selected proteins.

The dataset thus provides genomic co-ordinates of hu-
man S/MARs. It also reveals S/MAR details such as
length, chromatin loop size, nucleotide repeats, abundant
motifs, chromosomal distribution and genomic context.
Further analysis of this dataset also indicates that the identi-
fied S/MARs indeed act as hotspots for integration of retro-
viruses. Therefore, the data presented herewith gives a better
insight of chromatin organization occurring by S/MARs
and its implication in diseases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset preparation

The ChIP-Seq data for 14 selected S/MARBPs, namely,
BRCA1, BRIGHT, SMAR1, CEBPB, CUX1/CDP, CTCF,
Fast1/FOXH1, HoxC11, Ku autoantigen, NMP4, Mut-
p53, SAF-A/hnRNPU, SATB1 and YY1 were retrieved
from ENCODE and NCBI-SRA database with their appro-
priate controls in FASTQ format (18–23). If available, se-
quence data for experimental replicates were also retrieved.
The data generated from a single sequencing platform i.e. Il-
lumina genome analyser having single-end read layout, only
for untreated human samples were considered for the study.

These sequence files were then analyzed by using the stan-
dard ChIP-Seq data analysis pipeline as described below.

Raw data quality control

The raw data quality of individual samples was
assessed using FastQC tool v0.11.5 (https://www.
bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) and
then reads were trimmed using NGSQC toolkit v2.3.3
(http://www.nipgr.res.in/ngsqctoolkit.html) (24) for retain-
ing good quality adapter free reads with average phred
score ≥ 20.

Raw read alignment

The high-quality reads from individual control and
pull down samples were aligned to the human genome
GhCR38/hg38 assembly in independent attempts using
bowtie aligner v1.0.0 (25) with default parameters. A pre-
built bowtie genome index available at http://bowtie-bio.
sourceforge.net/tutorial.shtml#preb was used for perform-
ing these alignments. The SAM files generated after align-
ment were converted in to binary alignment format i.e.
BAM using view utility provided by SAMtools v1.3.1 (26).
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) duplicates from the ob-
tained alignment files were removed using rmdup utility of
SAMtools with default parameters.

Peak calling

Peak calling was carried out for BAM files of 14
S/MARBPs (control and pull down) using MACS v1.4.2
with default parameters. The obtained BED files were con-
catenated into single file for each S/MAR binding pro-
tein and then subjected to the sortBed utility. These sorted
BED files were merged using mergeBed in independent at-
tempts for different S/MARBPs to get unique peaks within
the replicates (if available). This resulted in generation of
14 different BED files. These were further merged by sub-
jecting them to Bedtools’ multiIntersect utility, thereby
generating a single bed file with intersect peak coordi-
nates across all S/MARBPs. At last, bedtools’ merge util-
ity was used with default parameters to merge the overlap-
ping peaks in this file. The genomic DNA sequences cor-
responding to these coordinates were fetched from UCSC-
DAS server (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/das/hg38/dna?
segment=chr:start,end) and saved as a multi-fasta file.
These obtained sequence and BED coordinates were used
for subsequent analysis.

Motif and nucleotide repeat analysis

The extracted DNA sequences were analyzed for pres-
ence of motifs using Linux-compatible, standalone MEME-
ChIP v4.10.1 tool (27). The motif analysis was carried out
using default parameters of MEME-ChIP program. Abun-
dance of mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, penta- and hexa-nucleotide
repeats in these sequences were estimated using standalone
MISA v1.0 microsatellite finding PERL program.

https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
http://www.nipgr.res.in/ngsqctoolkit.html
http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/tutorial.shtml#preb
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/das/hg38/dna?segment=chr:start.end
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Annotation of peak coordinates

The peak coordinates were annotated using R package
called ChIPseeker v1.12.1 (28). The tool annotates ChIP-
Seq peaks and reports nearest downstream gene and peak
distribution in different genomic elements like promoter,
untranslated regions, intron, exon and intergenic regions.
The pathways associated with the nearest downstream gene
were retrieved using KEGGREST R package and gene on-
tologies were retrieved using UniProt/SwissProt database
(https://www.uniprot.org/).

S/MAR-associated features

S/MARs are characterized by presence of features like
OriC, AT richness, kinked and curved DNA, TG rich-
ness, MAR signature and Topoisomerase-II sites. There-
fore, the extracted DNA sequences were verified for the
presence of one or more of these features. The motifs that
defines these features have been described earlier (8,9).
Therefore, presence of these features in sequences were
determined by presence of such specific motifs. In brief,
presence of OriC was determined by detecting presence
of ATTA or ATTTA or ATTTTA motif, AT richness by
presence of two WWWWWW (where W is A or T) mo-
tifs intervened by 8–12 nt, Kinked DNA by the presence
of TAN3TGN3CA or TAN3CAN3TG or TGN3TAN3CA
or TGN3CAN3TA or CAN3TAN3TG or CAN3TGN3TA
motif (where N is any nucleotide), Curved DNA by presence
of AAAAN7AAAAN7AAAA or TTTTN7TTTTN7TTTT
or TTTAAA (where N is any nucleotide), TG rich-
ness by the presence of TGTTTTG or TGTTTTTTG or
TTTTGGGG motifs, MAR signature by presence of a
bipartite sequence containing AATAAYAA and AWWR-
TAANNWWGNNNC (where W is A or T, Y is pyrimidine,
R is purine and N is any nucleotide) and Topoisomerase II
binding site by the presence of RNYNNCNNGYNGKT
NYNY or GTNWAYATTNATNNR (where W is A or T,
Y is pyrimidine, R is purine and N is any nucleotide) con-
sensus.

These patterns were matched using custom PERL scripts
written in house. Counts of sequences that have one or com-
bination of these features are represented in the form of a
venn diagram prepared using custom in house Javascript.

Nuclear matrix isolation

HCT116 cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered
saline. 5 × 106 cells were then lysed in extraction buffer (10
mM HEPES-KOH pH-7.2, 24 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1
mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 2 mM Dithio-
threitol (DTT), 0.03% NP40 with protease inhibitors). The
lysates were loaded on 0.8M sucrose bed and centrifuged
at 6000 rpm for 20 min. The pellets containing nuclei were
digested with DNase I for 30 min and then centrifuged at
6000 rpm for 10 min. The pellets were then washed with low
salt buffer (10 mM HEPES-KOH, 0.2 mM MgCl2 and 10
mM �-mercaptoethanol), high salt buffer (1.6M NaCl, 10
mM HEPES, 0.2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol)
and again low salt buffer, sequentially. EcoRI treatment was
then given for 2 h at 37◦C followed by centrifugation. The
pellets were collected as nuclear matrix. DNA was purified

using phenol-chloroform and precipitated using ethanol.
The quality of the matrix was checked by agarose DNA
electrophoresis and also by amplifying previously exper-
imentally verified S/MARs (29,30). Two S/MARs from
Girod et al., (29), namely, MAR 3–5 (P1) and MAR X-
29 (P2) and three from Keaton et al., (30), namely, seq =
94 (P3) (chr18:23835886-23838503; Length = 2617), seq =
99 (P4) (chr18:24001839-24004790; Length = 2951) and seq
= 1 (P5) (chr1:149425310-149430000; Length = 4690) were
used as positive controls. The DNA was further used for
amplifying S/MAR sequences using specific primers (Sup-
plementary Table S3).

Mapping retroviral integration sites

Retrovirus Integration Database (RID) archives retroviral
integration sites (IS) particularly, HIV-1 and HTLV-1. This
information is archived in the form of genomic locus of in-
tegration (i.e. Chromosome and the coordinate as per hg19
genome build). RID archives 1 141 461 and 11 283 IS for
HIV-1 and HTLV-1, respectively. In the present study, the
S/MAR peak coordinates were deduced from hg38 assem-
bly. Therefore, before mapping, all peak coordinates were
converted to hg19 assembly using online version of UCSC
liftover tool (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver).
HIV-1 and HTLV-1 IS were then mapped on to the con-
verted peak coordinates. Number of IS residing within peak
coordinates were then estimated. If the IS resides outside the
peak coordinate, then its distance from nearest upstream
and downstream S/MAR peak was determined. Only those
IS that are flanked on either side of S/MAR peaks were con-
sidered for this analysis. All the mapping and distance esti-
mations were carried out using custom PERL scripts writ-
ten in house.

Development of web interface, MARome

The MARome web interface has been developed us-
ing Spring Framework - 1.2.1, Apache Maven, HTML5,
JavaScript5, CSS3, Bootstrap3, Java - 1.8, PostgreSQL -
9.3.19. For automation/parsing, custom PERL scripts have
been used wherever necessary. MARome is freely available
at http://bioinfo.net.in/MARome.

RESULTS

Identification of S/MAR coordinates in the human genome:
the dataset preparation

S/MARBPs are known to bind S/MAR regions. A non-
redundant set of binding patterns of several SMARBPs
can thus be used to trace S/MARs, in a genome-
wide manner. Therefore, ChIP-Seq data of 14 different
S/MARBPs, namely, BRCA1 (31), BRIGHT (32), SMAR1
(33), CEBPB (34,35), CUX1/CDP (36), CTCF (35,37,38),
Fast1/FOXH1 (35), HoxC11 (35), Ku autoantigen (39),
NMP4 (35,40), Mut-p53 (41), SAF-A/hnRNPU (35,42),
SATB1 (35,36) and YY1 (40) were retrieved from public
repositories. The accession numbers and other relevant in-
formation about the data used in present study is provided

https://www.uniprot.org/
https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver
http://bioinfo.net.in/MARome
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in Supplementary Table S1. After quality assessment and
filtering of raw data, the high-quality reads were aligned to
the human genome hg38 assembly. The detailed alignment
statistics is provided in Supplementary Table S2.

Peak calling using MACS14 resulted in a total of 452 881
peaks across all S/MARBPs which, also includes peaks re-
sulted from their experimental replicates. At last, overlap-
ping coordinates were merged resulting in a total of 298 443
peak coordinates. These peak coordinates are thus average
representation of binding sites of one or more of the selected
14 S/MARBPs and are non-redundant.

Validation of dataset

In order to verify if the identified peak coordinates are in-
deed genomic locations for DNA sequences that resem-
ble S/MARs, the nucleotide sequences corresponding to
these coordinates were fetched from UCSC-DAS server.
The nucleotide sequences were then analyzed for presence
of S/MAR associated features such as OriC, AT richness,
kinked and curved DNA, TG richness, MAR signature and
Topoisomerase-II sites. The analysis revealed that, out of
298 443 curated sequences, 283 568 sequences show pres-
ence of at least one of these features indicating S/MAR like
nature of these sequences. There were 14 857 sequences that
lacked these features. OriC (272 016, ∼91%), AT richness
(196 611, ∼66%) and Kinked DNA (178 960, ∼60%) were
the most abundantly occurring features. The least repre-
sented feature was presence of Topoisomerase-II sites (9973,
∼3.3%). A total of 52 567 S/MARs showed presence of
combinations of six features and only 190 S/MARs showed
presence of all the seven features. (Figure 1A and B).

S/MARs and inferred topological details

In the present study, a total of 283 568 S/MARs were iden-
tified in human genome. The length of these S/MARs range
from 33 to 61 755 bp with a median length of 596 bp. The
aggregate length of all these sequences (230 177.6 kb) ac-
counts for 7.4% of human genome. Out of these sequences,
269 046 i.e. 94.87% have length ≤2 Kb (Figure 2A).

The chromatin is tethered to the nuclear matrix by
virtue of S/MARs thereby generating inter-S/MAR chro-
matin loops. We therefore, searched segments of genome
that are flanked on either side by identified S/MAR
coordinates/sequences. We identified a total of 283 453
inter-S/MAR regions or loops. Analysis of these loops re-
vealed that their size ranges from 1 bp to 30 025.7 kb, with a
median length of 4923 bp. Further, 267 096 number of chro-
matin loops, i.e. 94.23% of total identified loops have their
length less than or equal to 31 Kb (Figure 2B).

Chromosome-wise distribution of S/MARs

In order to determine if S/MARs follow a random distribu-
tion or have preference for localization over specific chro-
mosomes, the S/MARs coordinates obtained in the present
study were visualized over chromosomes in the form of a
circular plot Ideogram (Figure 3A). The S/MAR density
per chromosome was also calculated. It was observed to
be 95.74 S/MARs per Mb of genome for autosomes. Al-
losomes, however, showed a distinctly less S/MAR density

as compared to autosomes. The Y and X chromosomes
showed 10.8- and 1.7-fold lower densities of S/MARs com-
pared to autosomes, respectively. On an average, presence
of approximately 10 S/MARs per gene was detected. The
S/MAR count per chromosome is represented in Figure
3B. Further, a positive correlation was observed between
S/MAR density and gene density (Figure 3C). The details
of gene number/density, S/MAR number/density for each
human chromosome has been presented in Table 1.

Distribution of S/MARs in genomic elements

We determined distribution of S/MARs in various genomic
elements. Approximately, 96.3% of S/MARs were found
to be located in the non-coding region of genome. Out
of them, 21% were found to be located in the promoter
regions. Presence of S/MAR in promoter region is asso-
ciated with transcriptional regulation of the downstream
gene. Notably, miR-222, miR-34a, miR-371a, Bax, Cyclin
D1, NF�B, CD40, FN1 and PDGFRB genes showed pres-
ence of S/MAR within 1 Kb region upstream to their tran-
scription start sites (TSS). Presence of S/MARs in the pro-
moters of these genes has already been demonstrated exper-
imentally (21,43–49). Further, 35.57% of the total S/MARs
were found to be located in the intergenic region (Figure
4A). It was also observed that 15 614 of the total identified
S/MARs were present within −100 to +100 bp of TSS of
14 425 genes (Figure 4B). This accounts for 26.78% of total
human genes (total number of genes is 58 288 as per GEN-
CODE hg38 statistics https://www.gencodegenes.org/stats/
current.html). Presence of S/MARs around TSS of such
a high number of genes highlights essentiality of these el-
ements for transcriptional regulation of genes.

Functional categorization of S/MAR-associated genes

It was observed that 20 905 of the total S/MARs over-
lap exactly with the TSS of 15 319 genes. Therefore, func-
tional characterization of the genes containing S/MARs
within 1.5 kb of their TSS was carried out. The genes
were analyzed for enriched GO terms and pathways using
UniProt/SwissProt and KEGG pathway analysis, respec-
tively. The most represented molecular functions included
transcription and post-translation; biological process in-
cluded immune response, transcription and cell signaling;
cellular components included extracellular regions, nucleus
and extracellular space. This highlights the importance of
S/MARs in overall gene expression program (Figure 5A).
Pathway analysis of these genes revealed that 26% of these
genes belong to metabolic pathways, 23% of them belong to
signaling pathways, 16% of them belong to cancer related
pathways, 7% belong to human papilloma virus infection
related pathways and 5% are related to HTLV1 infection
(Figure 5B). A high fraction of these S/MAR associated
genes showed link with diseases (data not shown).

Nucleotide composition of S/MARs

Nucleotide sequence of the DNA is known to strongly in-
fluence its structure. Changes in nucleotide composition
or order has been shown to influence DNA structure and

https://www.gencodegenes.org/stats/current.html
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Figure 1. Validation of dataset by determining presence of S/MAR-associated features. (A) Abundance (in percentage) of seven S/MAR features including
OriC, TG richness, curved DNA, kinked DNA, Topo II site, AT richness and MRS in the dataset. (B) Venn diagram depicting number of S/MAR sequences
having one or more features.

Table 1. Distribution of genes and S/MARs on human chromosomes

Chromosome Size (Mb) S/MAR Count S/MAR density/Mb Number of Genes Gene density/Mb

chr1 248.9564 25 689 103.1867 2785 11.1867
chr2 242.1935 24 405 100.7665 1791 7.394913
chr3 198.2956 18 543 93.51193 1541 7.771228
chr4 190.2146 14 907 78.3694 1066 5.604198
chr5 181.5383 16 524 91.02214 1288 7.094923
chr6 170.806 16 841 98.59725 1416 8.290108
chr7 159.346 15 428 96.82077 1318 8.27131
chr8 145.1386 13 440 92.60112 1008 6.945084
chr9 138.3947 11 982 86.57845 1105 7.984409
chr10 133.7974 13 264 99.13494 1084 8.1018
chr11 135.0866 13 270 98.23327 1658 12.27361
chr12 133.2753 13 964 104.7756 1369 10.27197
chr13 114.3643 7703 67.35492 619 5.412527
chr14 107.0437 8567 80.03272 931 8.697381
chr15 101.9912 9017 88.4096 988 9.687111
chr16 90.33835 9427 104.3521 1125 12.45318
chr17 83.25744 10 989 131.9882 1556 18.68902
chr18 80.37329 6487 80.7109 425 5.287827
chr19 58.61762 7813 133.2876 1774 30.26394
chr20 64.44417 7349 114.0367 772 11.97936
chr21 46.70998 3428 73.38902 410 8.777567
chr22 50.81847 4527 89.08179 633 12.4561
chrX 156.0409 8773 56.22244 1151 7.376271
chrY 57.22742 509 8.894338 141 2.463854
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Figure 2. Length distribution of S/MARs and chromatin loops. (A) Length of S/MARs (in bp) was plotted against their occurrence. (B) Inter-S/MAR
distance or chromatin loop size (in Kb) was plotted against their occurrence.

DNA–protein interaction that regulate vital cellular process
(50,51). Function of S/MARs also associates with struc-
tural features such as kinks and curves in DNA and thus
these elements also have characteristic nucleotide compo-
sition. Therefore, nucleotide repeat and motif analysis of
S/MAR sequences was carried out. Abundance of var-
ious mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, hexa-nucleotide re-
peats was determined (Figure 6A). The analysis revealed
that [A]≥10/[T]≥10 repeat was the most abundant pattern
(75 023 times) in the dataset indicating A/T richness of
these sequences. The same was also evident from motif
analysis done using MEME-ChIP program. Motif 1 with
pattern GAGGYRGAGGTTGCAGTGAGC occurred in
7161 S/MARs. Motif 2 with A/T rich TTTTTTTTTTTG
AGAYRGAGTYTYRCTCT occurred in 4055 S/MARs.
Details of other nucleotide repeats and motifs predicted by
MEME has been shown (Figure 6B–D). Abundance of dif-

ferent types of repeat patterns were also checked. Tandem
repeats, direct repeats and palindromes were found to be
most represented in S/MAR dataset (Figure 6E).

Experimental validation of human S/MARs

To experimentally validate the identified S/MAR se-
quences, the nuclear matrix DNA from human colon can-
cer cell line, HCT116, was isolated and used as template.
The matrix DNA quality was determined by agarose gel
electrophoresis and also by amplifying five previously ex-
perimentally proven S/MARs (29,30) (Figure 7A). Thirty
representative S/MAR sequences from the entire dataset
were chosen randomly and amplified using specific primers.
Two randomly chosen inter-S/MAR sequences were used
as negative controls (Figure 7B). It was observed that all
30 S/MARs showed specific amplification (Although, se-
quence number 19 amplified in less amount) (Figure 7B–D).
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Figure 3. Distribution of S/MARs on human chromosomes. (A) Visualization of S/MARs on all human chromosomes. (B) Number of S/MARs present
on each human chromosome. (C) Gene density and S/MAR density correlation graph for each human chromosome.
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Figure 4. Genomic context of S/MARs: (A) Percentage distribution of S/MARs in different genomic regions. (B) Distance of S/MARs from the TSS of
nearest downstream gene versus S/MAR count.

Thus, randomly chosen 30 S/MAR sequences were experi-
mentally proved to be part of nuclear matrix.

S/MARs: hotspots of retroviral integration

Retrovirus integration is not a random event, various viral
and host factors are known to mediate this process. One
such factor discussed earlier is the S/MARs of the host
genome (17). In order to determine whether S/MARs iden-
tified in the present study has any correlation with retro-
virus integration event, HIV-1 and HTLV-1 insertion sites
(IS) were mapped on to the identified S/MAR coordinates.
A very strong correlation was observed between ‘presence
of S/MAR’ and ‘presence of IS’ for HIV-1 and HTLV-1.
Out of total mapped 1 141 899 HIV-1 IS, 102 408 IS were
present exactly within S/MAR coordinates. Further, 599
389 (52.5%) IS were present within 5 kb and 956 873 (84%)
IS were present within 15 kb region of identified S/MARs
(Figure 8A). In case of HTLV-1, out of total 11 286 mapped
IS, 1059 were located exactly within S/MAR coordinates. A
total of 4986 (44%) IS were present within 5 kb of S/MAR

sites and 8169 (72%) IS were present within 15 kb region
around S/MARs (Figure 8B).

MARome web interface

Using MARome, S/MARs identified in the present study
and related annotation (both for hg19 and hg38 assem-
blies) can easily be browsed using various search strate-
gies. MARome provides search options by unique IDs, ge-
nomic coordinates, query sequences and gene ID/symbol.
In MARome, every S/MAR entry is represented by unique
identifier. With prior knowledge of these identifiers, user
can browse particular S/MAR using search by ID strategy.
Users can submit genomic coordinates of their interest in
standard bed format to retrieve S/MARs available at and
around loci of their interest. Search by sequence strategy
provided by MARome allow users to search S/MARs sim-
ilar to query sequence of their interest. This strategy inter-
nally runs NCBI-blast+ blastn against identified S/MAR
sequences and returns the best hit along with top 10 align-
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Figure 5. Functional classification of S/MAR associated genes. (A) Classification of genes based on gene ontology; Biological Processes. (B) Classification
of genes based on their involvement in different pathways.

ments. Similarly, users can search S/MAR associated genes
of their interest using search by Gene Name/Symbol strat-
egy. The tabular output obtained through every search strat-
egy further provides, SMAR binding proteins targeting
SMARs, SMAR associated features, location of SMARs
in genome context/element, its distance from TSS of near-
est gene and HTLV/HIV insertion sites associated with
SMARs. The output data are also cross-linked to public
databases like NCBI-gene and ENSEMBLE for further an-
notation details. It is also cross-linked to UCSC Genome
browser for data visualization. The interface also allows
complete and S/MARBP-wise download of S/MAR se-
quences, coordinate files, annotations, etc. in bed and tsv
formats. Further, a scoring scheme (details provided in on-
line help manual of MARome) that considers number of
S/MARBPs, number of different ‘S/MAR associated fea-
tures’ and number of times ‘S/MAR associated features’ ap-
pears in a particular S/MAR has been implemented in the
database to score the S/MAR entries.

DISCUSSION

Spatio-temporal control of gene expression is a hallmark
of multicellular organisms. Apart from the individual’s ge-
netic makeup, epigenetics also plays a vital role in shaping
differential phenotypic traits. Epigenetic regulation occurs
through histone modifications, DNA methylation, non-
coding RNAs and regulatory elements such as Locus Con-
trol Regions (LCRs), S/MARs etc. Chromatin organiza-
tion, an integral part of gene regulation is brought about
by DNA sequences called S/MARs (1). These S/MARs act
as topological sinks that hold the chromatin loops to nu-
clear matrix and are involved in context-dependent activa-
tion or repression of the surrounding genes. However, the
molecular mechanism underlying this loop organization re-
mains poorly characterized. Defects in S/MARs have also
been implicated in various diseases like cancers, inflamma-
tory diseases, facioscapulohumeral dystrophy and viral in-
fections (14–16,52). In this context, a map of all the char-
acterized S/MARs in human genome would be beneficial
in understanding chromatin- and disease-biology. Toward
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Figure 6. Repeats and motifs present in S/MAR sequences. (A) Graphical representation for number of various mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, penta- and hex-
anucleotide repeats present in S/MARs. (B) Occurrence of 12 abundant nucleotide repeats in S/MAR sequences. (C) Three most abundant motifs as
identified by MEME-ChIP program in the S/MARs. (D) Graphical representation of abundance of the identified motifs. (E) Abundance of various repeats
in S/MAR dataset.

this objective, we reanalyzed ChIP-Seq data of 14 different
human S/MARBPs, namely, BRCA1, BRIGHT, SMAR1,
CEBPB, CUX1/CDP, CTCF, Fast1/FOXH1, HoxC11, Ku
autoantigen, NMP4, Mut-p53, SAF-A/hnRNPU, SATB1
and YY1 to understand their genome-wide binding pat-
terns. This information was then used to make a com-
prehensive S/MAR dataset that is genome-wide and non-
redundant across selected proteins.

We obtained 452 881 peak coordinates by analyzing
ChIP-Seq data of the selected S/MARBPs. The peak num-
ber reduced to 298 443 by drawing peak intersects and by
merging the overlapping peaks. This indicates that there
is ∼70% redundancy in identified binding sites and multi-
ple S/MARBPs target same/adjacent genomic loci. Anal-
ysis of protein-protein interaction data available in ‘Bio-
logical General Repository for Interaction Datasets’ (Bi-
oGRID) indicates that the selected S/MARBPs interact
with each other. Therefore, these proteins can form multi-
protein complexes or co-localize together while targeting
specific genomic loci. The same can account for the redun-
dancy in their binding sites observed in the present study.

It also confirms strong S/MAR potential of the identified
coordinates. DNA sequences corresponding to these coor-
dinates can thus be considered as S/MAR dataset.

Curves and kinks in DNA have been recognized as a vi-
tal structural feature that favors DNA–protein interactions.
Sequences with kinked and curved DNA signatures are
prone to undergo kinking and curving in response to bind-
ing of accessory factors that induce distortions in DNA.
Such distortions, in turn favors binding of other protein
factors to mediate biological processes (53–55). In present
study, ∼60% and 43% of identified SMARs have kinked
and curved DNA signatures, respectively. The ability of
S/MARs to interact with a variety of regulatory proteins
which, ultimately regulates gene expression can thus be ex-
plained.

Similarly, DNA molecules that are rich in AT stretches
are flexible and are prone to strand separation. They are
also susceptible to superhelical stress-induced duplex desta-
bilization (56). OriC is one such element that contains AT
stretches, making it prone to strand separation, thereby fa-
cilitating initiation of DNA replication (57). S/MARs are
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Figure 7. Experimental validation of S/MAR sequences by nuclear matrix DNA PCR. Matrix-DNA preparation: M; Semi-quantitative PCR for positive
controls: P1-P5; (A), negative controls: N1 and N2 (B) and randomly selected 30 S/MAR sequences (C–E).

known to possess both these features. In present study,
∼91% of identified S/MARs have OriC signatures and
∼66% of them have signatures of AT richness. Thus, role
played by S/MARs in biological processes such as replica-
tion, transcription and repair (viz., regulated DNA strand
separation) can be supported.

The S/MAR length and the inter-S/MAR chromatin
loop size are major determinants of chromatin structure
and function. There is a lot of disparity about length of
S/MARs in published literature and they are discussed to be
100 bp to several kb long (30,58,59). The median S/MAR
length observed in the present study is 596 bp and 94.87%
of identified S/MARs have length ≤2 kb. Thus in gen-
eral S/MARs are small stretches of DNA having varied
lengths. The dataset also contain small number of excep-
tional S/MARs that are longer or shorter than the observed
median length. Similarly, the size of chromatin loop is re-
ported to vary from 20 to 200 Kb (60,61). Functionally
related genes tend to co-localize on same chromatin loop
to facilitate their expression in a concomitant manner (45).
In the present study, the median length of the chromatin
loop was observed to be 4.923 kb and 94.23% of the identi-
fied chromatin loops have length ≤31 kb. The dataset also
contain small number of exceptional chromatin loops that
are longer or shorter than the observed median length ac-
counting for the huge standard deviation of 76.35 kb. It
has been reported that the chromatin loop size varies de-
pending upon its position on the chromosome and corre-
lates with size of replicon (62,63). Telomeric regions tend to
have smaller loop size than the ones found away from the
telomeres (64). Size of loops are also hypothesized to influ-
ence the biological state of the cell. Increase in the length
of loops is linked with cellular differentiation whereas its

decrease is associated with proliferation (65). Thus the ob-
served chromatin loop lengths should be considered with a
clear caveat that they can be influenced by various factors
in dynamic cellular environment.

S/MARs found on different chromosomes have different
structural as well as functional implications. Chromosome
18 and 19 are shown to have differential S/MAR densities
that correlates well with expression profile of genes located
on them (10). In the present study S/MAR density was de-
termined for different chromosomes. Allosomes were ob-
served to have lower S/MAR density as compared to au-
tosomes. The data revealed a positive correlation between
gene density and S/MAR density. It is known that chromo-
somes have preference for nuclear territories (66). It was ob-
served that the chromosomes that occupy central position
in nucleus (chr1, 16, 17 and 19) had higher S/MAR density
than the chromosomes that occupy nuclear periphery (chr2,
4, 13, 18).

Anchorage of S/MARs to nuclear matrix is known to
play a dual role. (i) Structural role to maintain the higher
order chromatin confirmation and (ii) functional role in
regulation of DNA replication and gene expression. The
S/MAR size and loop length are responsible for up-keeping
the structural domains of chromatin. The functional as-
pect of S/MARs can partly be answered on the basis of
the genomic loci they occupy. Recent reports suggest that
S/MARs can influence transcription by insulating nearby
genes (67,68), thus making them act either as activator or
repressor for the transgene in a context dependent man-
ner (69). Localization of S/MARs in different genomic el-
ements such as promoters, introns and intergenic regions
has been demonstrated earlier (70,71). Differential distri-
bution of S/MARs across various genomic elements, de-
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Figure 8. Correlation between S/MARs and retrovirus integration sites. (A) Distance of HIV integration sites from the nearest upstream and downstream
S/MARs plotted against their count. (B) Distance of HTLV integration sites from the nearest upstream and downstream S/MARs plotted against their
count.

termined in the present study, revealed an inverse correla-
tion between coding regions of genome and the presence
of S/MAR. Thus a majority of S/MARs were present in
the non-coding region of genome indicating their regulatory
functions. Also, S/MARs have been reported to be associ-
ated with the TSS, thereby influencing the transcription of
downstream gene (72,73). In agreement with this, a number
of S/MARs identified in the present study overlapped with
TSS of high number of genes which, can be attributed to
their role in transcriptional regulation.

S/MARs are known to physically associate with nu-
clear matrix, a three-dimensional filamentous RNA-protein
meshwork. Therefore, the most direct and legitimate evi-
dence for any sequence to be SMAR is its presence in nu-
clear matrix fraction. The matrix–DNA isolation method
provides complete nucleic acid complement that is in close
physical association with nuclear matrix. Therefore, matrix
DNA-PCR has been used to validate identified S/MARs.
This method is cost and time efficient over other laboratory
methods and allows validation of multiple S/MARs. ChIP-
PCR, S/MARBP-S/MAR co-localization studies and elec-

trophoretic mobility shift assays that can also be used for
validation purpose, need recombinant purified S/MARBPs
and antibodies specific to the S/MARBPs making them
time consuming and inefficient with respect to resources
required. Similarly, the data used as starting point in the
present study is based on ChIP experiments. Therefore, do-
ing similar experiment for validation purpose is redundant.

Retrovirus infection is almost incurable due to stable in-
tegration of viral genome in to host genome. This event in
viral life cycle makes the pathogen unique leading to lifelong
infection escaping the immune system and anti-retroviral
therapy regime. The integration of viral genome to host
genome is known to occur only at the terminal end of vi-
ral DNA, however, for host genome, integration sites can
be random. Decoding if this integration has a preferential
inclination toward any specific site holds a great advantage
in designing effective anti-retroviral therapy. It is believed
that host cis elements and chromosomal topography plays
an invincible role in viral integration and latency. Further,
a large number of genes coding for inflammatory cytokines
and transcriptional regulator also get disrupted by viral in-
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tegration thereby providing favorable condition for its sur-
vival. S/MARs are predicted to be most potent sites for
retroviral integration due to its structural features such as
DNA bending, topoisomerase sites, DNA hypersensitivity,
AT richness, kinked DNA etc. (17,74–77). Researchers all
over world have contradictory assumption and hypothesis
regarding retroviral integration into the host genome. To de-
cipher whether it is a random event or a sequence/topology
associated phenomenon, HIV-1 and HTLV-1 IS archived in
RID database were mapped on to the identified S/MARs.
It was observed that 84% and 72% of the total HIV-1
and HTLV-1 IS, respectively are located within 15 kb dis-
tance from their nearest S/MAR. Thus, a major fraction of
known IS for these viruses are located within S/MARs and
chromatin loop regions in its close proximity. In summary,
closer the loci to the S/MARs, higher is the probability of
retroviral integration. A number of reports have shown that
HIV-1 prefers integration at the intronic regions as well as
near highly expressed genes (78). HIV-1 tends to target ac-
tive gene for its active transcription and viral propagation.
A number of active genes with S/MAR regions around their
TSS, were also identified in the present study that further
highlights the importance of S/MAR sites in retroviral in-
fection. Thus, HIV and HTLV integration is not a random
event and S/MARs indeed act as hotspots for their integra-
tion into the human genome.

In the light of above observations, our study will facilitate
a better understanding of the genome wide location data for
S/MARs and help unravel the functional aspects of chro-
matin. Understanding of S/MARs as HIV integration site
will greatly facilitate designing therapeutic arsenal against
the latent infection. Targeted genome editing with new ge-
netic engineering tools such as CRISPR/Cas9 can work as
potential therapy against this deadly infection. The ability
of retroviruses to stably integrate into the host genome has
also been harnessed to use them as vehicles for transduction
(79). Insertion of these retroviral vectors at wrong loci has
been associated with activation of proto-oncogenes. In the
view of this fact, a better understanding of the integration
sites will help us in designing a suitable retroviral vector for
treating and targeting various genetic disorders.

Several algorithms have been developed for in silico pre-
dictions of S/MAR elements. However, efficacy and predic-
tive potential of these algorithms have so far been restricted
due to limited number of sequences available for train-
ing the models and lack of features that defines S/MARs
effectively. Our attempt to make a genome-wide map of
S/MARs in human can complement the development of
better performing predictive tool. A collection of experi-
mentally proven S/MARs and nuclear matrix proteins of
various organisms including human is available in the form
of database (S/MAR transaction database, S/MARt DB)
(80). This database however, is published in year 2002, a
year before the release of first draft of human genome,
which itself has now been extensively revised with respect
to sequence information. Therefore, there is a need to re-
visit this problem and develop a database with updated hu-
man S/MAR sequence information. Further such data will
be useful to researchers working in the field of computa-
tional biology, genomics, functional genomics and virology.

Therefore, the web interface, MARome developed by us will
facilitate such use of data.
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